Abstract -We present a new method of sensing the 3D visual Existing systems capture an image and then display that environment and controlling objects within it. The human hand is image on a tactile screen that can be worn on a belt, for well suited to interrogate and manipulate objects by physical example. The fingers can then be used to interrogate the contact; however, the hand is limited to surfaces within its reach. image depicted on the tactile screen in an effort to "visualize" Extending the hand's innate ability, we mount miniature cameras on the image depicted on the screen. [3, 4] Performing what individual fingertips, permitting rapid sweeping through the 3D Bach-y-Rita calls Tactile-Vision Sensory Substitution visual environment at greater distances. The information gleaned Bah--Rt calls T ale-Visin Senory titution from each fingertip camera is fed back to that finger by a small (TVSS), such devices have also been developed to directly vibrator, so the sense of touch remains related to each finger's stimulate the visual cortex and the tongue.
I. INTRODUCTION
Corp., San Jose, CA), which uses optical tracking of each finger to determine when vibratory stimulators on that finger Many devices that transfer input from the visual should be activated. These devices aim to simulate tactile environment to another sense have been developed. For exploration of virtual objects.
example, visually impaired individuals have been presented
There exists a need, however, for a device that allows with a wide variety of devices that transfer to another sense at active interrogation and sensing of the actual 3D visual least some of the vision-related capabilities of normally environment surrounding the operator while moving through sighted individuals. The primary assistive technologies daily life. There also exists a need for a device that not only currently used by the blind to navigate through the allows the user to sense the environment but also provides environment are essentially unchanged from those used control of specific aspects of the environment that are sensed twenty years ago, namely, white canes and guide dogs. [1] by the device. These abilities to interrogate and control the Although these two methods can facilitate the ability to travel environment should not necessarily be limited to a specific, safely in a wide variety of environments, neither provide the predetermined environment. kind of assistance needed to straighten a picture frame on the Our original goal was to serve the population who are wall or find a can of soup on a counter-top.
visually impaired, and to do so we looked for a sensory Electronic navigation aids are finding some acceptance, channel to substitute for vision. The main candidates for such especially laser and ultrasound canes, as well as portable a substitute sensory channel are touch and hearing. Although computers with global positioning systems (GPS) and hearing offers a potentially higher bandwidth, it is crucial not electronic Braille or speech interfaces. [2] Replacing the to impede its existing use, which can be acutely well more general capabilities of vision to provide detailed developed by those who lack normal vision, providing information about objects in the environment has proven essential acoustic cues about the environment. [8] As for more difficult.
touch, the hands offer the greatest versatility and sensitivity, but still we must not completely usurp their use, since they are essential for so many tasks in daily living.
We introduce here a concept we call FingersightTM, which may be embodied in a number of ways to provide a variety of different sensing and control devices for use as surrogates for vision and direct manipulation. Since the implementations presented here represent a very early stage of development, this paper is meant simply to explain the underlying concept and explore possible directions for its evolution.
There are two major components to the concept, relating repectively to sensing and controlling the environment.
These are addressed sequentially in the following two sections. As already mentioned, the sensory component was originally designed to assist the visually impaired. The introduction of control into Fingersight has expanded the potential target population to the general public, who could make use of it as an intuitive and possibly even enjoyable new form of remote control. 
II. FINGERTIP SENSING OF THE VISUAL ENVIRONMENT
Moving the laser across an optical edge (e.g., at the boundary of an object or an abrupt change in its color) causes
The sensing portion of Fingersight involves perceiving the a change in the amount of reflected laser light. This change, world in a fundamentally new way. Each finger interrogates when amplified and fed back to the solenoid, results in an individual region of the visual environment, and may oscillatory motion of the laser. This oscillation is felt by the identify some particular feature or object. Each finger has, in fingertip when a properly oriented edge has been located in the parlance of visual perception, its own receptive field. the visual environment. The use of several such devices on Motion of the finger, hand, and arm replace motion of the eye different fingers providing oriented edge detection could and head in eyesight, controlling that finger's individual field permit the ability to discriminate a 
